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Abstract

The collector and brushless electronic commutation machines have gained widespread utilization in industrial applications. Among these machines, internal permanent magnet synchronous motors (IPMSMs) have become increasingly popular due to their numerous advantages, including high torque/current and torque/inertia ratios, robust construction, high efficiency, and reliability. However, the incorporation of position sensors in IPMSMs has introduced challenges concerning their application, performance, mass production, and cost. Consequently, the implementation of sensorless control techniques has become essential in drive systems and various applications.

This paper proposes a backstepping control approach for achieving speed sensorless control of IPMSMs, employing an extended Kalman filter (EKF). The first step involves developing a comprehensive nonlinear dynamical model of the IPMSM in the direct and quadrature (d-q) rotor frame and obtaining its corresponding state-space representation. Subsequently, backstepping controllers for rotor speed and current tracking are designed to ensure precise tracking and anti-disturbance performance. These controllers are integrated into the field-oriented control (FOC) scheme. The Lyapunov stability theorem is employed to guarantee the asymptotic stability condition of the backstepping controller.

To address the challenge of estimating immeasurable mechanical parameters of the IPMSM and accurately tracking the system states, an EKF is designed. This filter enables the estimation of mechanical parameters and achieves high steady-state precision within a finite time. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is demonstrated through simulations conducted under various dynamic operating conditions, including sudden torque load changes, command speed changes, and parameter variations.
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1. Introduction

Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) are electric machines that convert energy by generating torque through the interaction between stator currents and the magnetic field of permanent magnets on the rotor. Unlike brushed DC machines, PMSMs achieve commutation electronically through power electronic switches in the inverter, altering the current direction in the stator windings with each pole change of the rotor magnet. As a result, these electronically commutated machines eliminate the need for a collector and brush assembly. PMSMs can be categorized as trapezoidal (square wave excitation) or sinusoidal (sine wave excitation) based on the shape of the induced voltage in their windings. A sinusoidal brushless direct current motor is commonly referred to as a PMSM [1, 2].

Free-excited direct current motors have remained unrivaled for a long time in the variable speed control systems class, which are widely used in the industry, due to their easy speed control and linear control structure. This is because the current components that make up the flux and the torque can be controlled independently of each other. In this way, when the flux is kept constant, the torque can be controlled linearly with the current component that creates it. Changing the excitation current makes the torque response of the motor slow, but changing the armature current makes the torque response of the motor fast. Therefore, armature current is used to control the torque taken from the motor shaft. The excitation current control, on the other hand, is controlled to go higher than the rated speed. However, the brush commutator structure, which is the biggest disadvantage of these machines, caused the machine to require maintenance at certain intervals and not to be used in flammable and dusty environments. Considering all these disadvantages, variable speed drive systems are used in alternating current machines such as asynchronous motors and PMSMs, which do not have a brush commutator structure instead of a direct current machine. Synchronous motors are double-excited machines that always rotate at a synchronous speed depending on the frequency of the source and the number of poles of the motor. The stators of these motors are fed with alternating current and the rotors with direct current. However, in synchronous motors, when the rotor magnetic field is provided with permanent magnets placed on the rotor, the need for a second source is eliminated and PMSMs are obtained. Instead of brush and collector assembly, electronic drivers are used to provide commutation. The position sensors enable the driver to feed appropriate windings. Since there is no current in the rotor of the motor, there are no rotor copper losses. In addition, the disappearance of the magnetizing current increases the power coefficient of the motor. Therefore, it is possible to design these motors with the same power but smaller dimensions.
and higher efficiency than other motors. Excitation with a permanent magnet has provided great advantages to the synchronous motor [3, 4].

If these advantages are listed: the utilization of stator current is solely dedicated to generating torque. As this current lacks a magnetization component, its efficiency surpasses that of an induction motor with equivalent power. Periodic maintenance is unnecessary for these motors as they lack brushes and rings. Consequently, their efficiency increases since there is no heat loss in the rotor. Additionally, they operate more quietly as there is no noise emanating from brushes and collectors. Incorporating a permanent magnet for excitation adds a level of flexibility to motor design. The absence of winding in the rotor results in reduced rotor size, leading to a higher torque/inertia ratio and power ratio. Hence, these motors are particularly favored in applications demanding superior performance, such as robotics and space applications [5].

The d-q axis model applies to permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs), enabling them to be controlled like DC motors. This characteristic makes PMSM motors a compelling alternative to traditional DC motors. For smooth and vibration-free continuous torque generation, the voltage and current excitation must exhibit pure sinusoidal characteristics. In PMSMs, the stator windings surrounding the air gap are distributed sinusoidally, while the magnetic flux density generated by the magnets in the rotor changes along the air gap [6]. The angular position of the rotor at any given time "t" synchronizes with the sinusoidal phase currents supplied to the stator. PMSMs are typically powered by a current-controlled inverter, which relies on current sensors placed on each phase and a high-sensitivity position sensor. Any disturbance that deviates from the phase currents or induced voltage from their sinusoidal waveform will introduce undesired torque vibration components in these motors. Therefore, high-sensitivity optical encoders or angle detectors, such as resolvers, are employed for precise position detection. However, the utilization of such sensors increases the overall cost and complexity of the control system [7, 8].

Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) can be classified into two categories: surface magnet machines and internal magnet machines. Surface magnet machines feature a small rotor radius and low inertia torque. The magnetic permeability of magnets in these machines is similar to that of air, resulting in an effective air gap that comprises the actual air gap and the magnet thickness. Since the d-axis and q-axis inductances are equal, surface magnet machines
do not generate reluctance torque. They are prone to demagnetization due to the armature reaction of magnets and are not suitable for field weakening.

On the other hand, internal magnet machines possess a robust mechanical structure as the magnets are positioned inside the rotor. PMSMs with internal magnet structures can generate higher torque per unit volume due to the combined torque contribution from the magnets and armature current. Additionally, reluctance torque is produced due to the differing inductances in the d-axis and q-axis. The magnitude of reluctance torque can be controlled by adjusting the number, thickness, and location of the rotor flux barriers. These machines are widely utilized in industrial applications as ideal electrical machines due to their numerous advantageous features, including high efficiency, compact size, lightweight, the presence of reluctance torque, and a large field weakening range. In the internal magnet structure, the effective air gap is small, making it challenging to demagnetize the magnets [9, 10].

In PMSMs, the constant power-speed range is determined by the structure of the permanent magnet rotor, and optimizing the rotor design can enhance this range. The magnets can be arranged superficially on the rotor, on the inner surface of the rotor, in the form of rods, or as single and multiple barriers. They can also be configured as axial laminations, segmented structures, or in V-shaped or W-shaped arrangements. These arrangements provide exceptionally high inductance values and increase the field weakening capability of the motor [11, 12].

Various techniques have been developed to achieve sensorless control of rotor position and speed in PMSMs, eliminating the need for dedicated sensors. These methods typically involve manipulating motor equations to establish a relationship between terminal values and rotor position/speed. The fundamental principle of sensorless control in PMSMs involves obtaining position information through the analysis of terminal and induced voltage in the motor, which depends on the rotor speed and position; utilization of motor parameters; real-time monitoring and calculation of inductance based on the current; Injection of a high-frequency and low-energy signal to the stator windings; Detection of the two-phase current and conversion of their absolute values into direct current (DC) information; Application of model references adaptive systems to extract position information; Implementation of observer-based techniques or flux estimation algorithms, among others [13-16]. These techniques enable the estimation of rotor position and speed without relying on additional sensors, providing a sensorless approach to control PMSMs.
Sensorless control methods for PMSMs can be categorized into three main groups: model-based state predictors (both adaptive and non-adaptive methods), saliency and signal injection-based methods, and artificial intelligence algorithms. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. The key criteria for evaluating the superiority of a sensorless position and velocity estimation method include steady-state error, dynamic behavior, noise sensitivity, performance at low speeds, sensitivity to motor parameters, simplicity, response speed, and computational time. Current model-based estimation algorithms are commonly employed in various industries, particularly in-home appliance applications, due to their ease of implementation and robustness against load torque variations. These algorithms estimate the position by comparing the d-axis and q-axis current errors between the actual motor and the predictor model. The accuracy of the motor model parameters plays a crucial role in the effectiveness of this method [17, 18].

In conventional methods, estimation algorithms are utilized to monitor stator voltages and currents. These methods offer several notable advantages, including computational simplicity, minimal observer requirements, and prompt response without any delays. However, achieving high accuracy in motor parameter estimation is crucial, and the susceptibility of these parameters to noise can lead to calculation errors [19-21].

Flux estimation algorithms involve estimating the flux based on voltage and current measurements, which are then used to determine the position through a quadratic polynomial-based curve. To enable sensorless control, it is necessary to start the motor from a known initial position. Consequently, acquiring the initial rotor position information becomes critical for accurate estimation. The main challenges associated with these algorithms include integration errors at low speeds, lengthy computation time, sensitivity to parameter variations, and the requirement of a costly signal processor to solve complex algorithms. Various studies have been conducted to determine the rotor position throughout the entire speed range by utilizing functions based on measured currents and calculated voltages [22-24].

Other studies in the literature have explored flux estimation algorithms as well. One approach involves utilizing active flux monitors, which transform any permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) into a salient pole machine. These monitors incorporate an imaginary flux that accounts for the reluctance torque resulting from the rotor's saliency. By adding this imaginary flux to the magnet's flux, an augmented flux is obtained. Consequently, this augmented flux can be interpreted as a torque-producing flux in salient pole machines, and it
aligns with the transverse axis. This approach improves rotor position and speed estimation accuracy across a wide range of speeds, resulting in reduced dynamic errors [25-26].

In another study, an "active flux" observer and space vector modulation direct torque and flux control were employed for an interior permanent magnet synchronous machine (IPMSM) without the use of a motion sensor or signal injection [27]. The study incorporates a reactance function along the longitudinal axis that accounts for magnetic saturation. Since the effective flux position aligns with the rotor position, this simplification facilitates a more accurate estimation of rotor position and velocity. Field weakening techniques enable the extension of this approach to even higher speeds.

Additionally, a sensorless speed estimation algorithm was developed and analyzed using vector control, based on flux and instantaneous reactive power. However, it is important to note that measurement errors in motor parameters, line currents, and input voltages can introduce inaccuracies in speed estimation [28].

To compensate for errors, the use of instantaneous reactive flux can be employed. This estimation method, based on instantaneous flux, offers superior performance compared to traditional flux estimation methods, as it avoids the issue of thermal drift. The flux-dependent speed estimation relies on the relationship between current and velocity in the \(\alpha-\beta\) axes. By extracting velocity estimates from the voltage equations, which contain velocity information within the induced motion voltage, algorithms can be tested through simulations using a space vector pulse width modulated inverter. This estimation method exhibits lower sensitivity to noise, provides stable information from stator currents and voltages, and achieves higher overall performance.

Sensorless control methods that measure the motion voltage induced in the motor are the simplest and most widely used. Various research studies have been conducted in this area. The sensed electromotive forces (EMFs) are utilized in different ways to determine appropriate switching sequences for the power switch elements in the inverter. However, a major drawback of this method is its inability to accurately perform sensing during start-up especially at low speeds, due to the low induced voltage. Consequently, an additional take-off method is required to apply this technique. As a result, these methods encounter difficulties during take-off and transient operations and are typically applicable only within a narrow speed range. The presence of an artificial neutral point, voltage divider, and filter are notable limitations of these methods. Additionally, at low speeds, position estimation becomes highly sensitive to stator resistance.
Another approach involves using the third harmonic component in the voltage induced in the non-powered phase of permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) for sensorless control algorithms, including in the field weakening region. This method yields good starting performance, a high torque/current ratio, and high efficiency across a wide speed and load range. However, it faces challenges at low speeds, as the amplitude of the third harmonic component is too small to be reliably detected. Moreover, an additional circuit is often necessary, and position errors can occur during integration at low speeds [29-31].

The induced motion voltage-based methods employ estimation techniques that operate at a frequency equal to the fundamental electrical frequency, which is proportional to the rotational speed of the rotor. The basic analytical torque equations of the motor include current and speed as state variables, making these equations nonlinear. As the speed and position information of the motor exhibit nonlinear behavior, a nonlinear observer is required to accurately perceive them. Initially, these methods were proposed for surface magnet machines, which lack protrusions, making position and velocity information solely reliant on the induced motion voltage. However, in internal magnet synchronous motors, both position information and phase inductance information are influenced by saliency, which refers to the variation in phase inductances based on position. Salient pole synchronous motors, for example, exhibit different inductances in the direct and quadrature axes. By combining an induced motion voltage estimator with the current-based model of the permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM), control and position detection issues encountered at low speeds can be resolved [32].

Although accurate estimation of induced motion voltage is achievable, control in low-speed regions remains limited. The induced motion voltage constant varies with different loads and speeds, making accurate prediction challenging. On the other hand, model-based sensorless methods demonstrate robustness in torque control across a wide range of PMSMs. These methods rely on measuring phase currents and voltages and utilizing the motor model for position and velocity estimation, leading to significantly improved accuracy by reducing position errors [33]. To enhance the dynamic performance of traditional induced motion voltage and position sensing methods, the use of a phase-locked loop (PLL), which can introduce system imbalances, is eliminated [34]. Instead of directly filtering the rapidly changing rotor position signal, a high-accuracy starting position is determined by filtering slowly changing signals.
In adaptive methods, the estimated output information is generated by employing real system measurements as input values in the mathematical model of the machine. The discrepancy between the measured quantities and the estimated output information is utilized as feedback in the system model to validate the predicted quantities. The primary advantage of using an observer is the ability to predict all state variables in the system model. However, these methods encounter challenges at low speeds, involve complex algorithms, and require significant computational resources [35].

The extended Luenberger observer (ELO) is well-suited for position and speed estimation in PMSMs due to the nonlinear nature of the PMSM model. In this approach, the nonlinear system model is linearized at each sampling time using the Jacobian matrix. Previous studies have utilized the extended Luenberger observer for state estimation in AC drives [36, 37]. Another adaptive method is model-based adaptive control (MRAC), where the speed and position estimation methods employed can be categorized based on the state variables. Commonly used methods include rotor flux-based, reverse EMF-based, and stator current-based approaches [38, 39]. The extended induced voltage is utilized as a new state variable in adaptive velocity observers [40]. The extended induced voltage encompasses the induced action voltage and the change in phase inductances. By rewriting the motor equations in terms of the extended induced motion voltage, only the position-dependent terms remain in the equation. The position of the internal magnet synchronous motor can be estimated using an expanded induced voltage error observer based on the stator and rotor reference system [41].

In another study, a simplified mathematical model of a PMSM and model reference adaptive control (MRAC) based on voltage and current models were utilized for speed estimation [42]. The model was developed to minimize the effects of MRAC parameter uncertainties and enhance estimation performance. Experimental results showed improved speed response and performance at both low and high speeds. PMSM control using field-oriented control (FOC) methods has also been investigated [43, 44]. A model reference adaptive system (MRAS) was employed to eliminate the need for a speed sensor. The proposed method was tested under balanced and unbalanced motor operating conditions. Luenberger observer-based prediction algorithms generally outperformed MRAS-based systems, which exhibited higher errors in predicted values. Luenberger's approaches require less memory and computation time.
In another study, an extended Kalman filter (EKF) was employed to mitigate problems arising from parameter errors. The EKF method is widely used in nonlinear systems due to its optimality, processing ease, and robustness against parameter changes [45, 46]. With advancements in digital signal processing, the computational time load of the EKF can be easily overcome, allowing for quick implementation using an inexpensive DSP motor controller [47, 48]. The EKF method considers parameter errors and measurement noise in its structure, resulting in high resistance to parameter errors and noise. Since it does not require initial position information for start-up, the motor can be initiated from any unknown initial position [49-52].

Signal injection-based methods utilize changes in inductance in the PMSM relative to the rotor position. A high-frequency voltage or current is injected into the fundamental component, and rotor position information is extracted from current harmonics using signal processing. These methods allow for position information to be obtained during start-up and at low speeds, and they exhibit robustness against parameter changes, providing advantages over other techniques. They can be categorized as rotating injection methods and pulsating injection methods based on the direction of the injected signal. In the literature, there are also methods based on PWM-excited signal processing without signal injection [53, 54]. The estimated position information is obtained by injecting a high-frequency signal into the system, covering a wide range from standstill to high-speed states. One significant advantage of this method is its applicability in a wide range of speeds, from high speeds to zero-speed situations. Rotor position estimation is achieved by applying a high-frequency current signal to the stator windings. Additionally, an adaptive PMSM model is employed, taking into account the variation of machine parameters [55, 56]. Two different sensorless vector control methods were investigated for PMSMs operating in the low-speed range. Various experiments were conducted by adding high and low-frequency signals to the system. According to experimental results, both methods can be easily configured and exhibit efficient operation. While the high-frequency signal addition method yields better dynamic performance, it also introduces higher levels of noise. Methods based on the magnetic saliency effect are complex to implement in real time and are challenging to apply to machines with different structures and features. However, they perform well at low speeds and can be used during start-up [57-59]. A non-linear PMSM model is considered, and the rotor position is determined using the saliency effect. The offsets reflect changes in stator winding inductance based on rotor position and stator phase current. The non-linear inductance of the PMSM is measured at various rotor positions and stator currents. Rotor position and stator
current equations are expressed using the Fourier series. Simulations conducted in low and high-speed regions demonstrated that this method is not suitable for operation in low-speed regions [60].

Artificial neural networks (ANNs), fuzzy logic algorithms, and ANFIS (adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems) are artificial intelligence methods employed in the sensorless control of PMSMs. The selection of the network structure and calculation of the control algorithm can be complex, and the trial and error system in the ANN structure makes the applicability of sensorless control challenging, reducing its reliability and increasing the error rate [61-63]. In one study, a high-frequency low voltage was applied to the stator to determine the initial rotor position using an artificial neural network. The currents flowing through the stator phases and the rotor position at that moment were recorded by applying voltages. This process was repeated for different rotor positions, creating a learning set for the artificial neural network. During operation, the motor was first energized with test voltages, and the measured currents were applied to the ANNs to determine the instantaneous initial rotor position. The study observed minimal position error after experimentation [64].

This study aims to employ a robust sensorless control algorithm that can operate effectively across a wide range of speeds and variable load profiles. To achieve this goal, the backstepping control algorithm based on the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is utilized due to its computational efficiency and accuracy. The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical model of the interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM) is presented. Section 3 introduces the field-oriented control (FOC)--based backstepping controller designed for the IPMSM. The EKF observer is utilized for speed and position estimation of the IPMSM, which is discussed in Section 4. Simulation examples are presented in Section 5 to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, Section 6 provides concluding remarks.
2. The mathematical model of IPMSM

In this section, the dynamic model required for the analysis and control of the IPMSM is built. The structure and equivalent circuit of a two-pole, three-phase star-connected PMSM are shown in Fig.1.

According to Fig.1, the stator voltage equations of the machine can be written as in Eq.1

$$\mathbf{v}_{abcs} = R_s \mathbf{i}_{abcs} + \frac{d\mathbf{\psi}_{abcs}}{dt}$$

$$R_s = \text{diag}[R_s \hspace{1cm} R_s \hspace{1cm} R_s]$$

$$\mathbf{\psi}_{abcs} = L_s \mathbf{i}_{abcs} + \mathbf{\psi}_m$$

$$\mathbf{\psi}_m = \begin{bmatrix} \sin(\theta_e) \\ \sin(\theta_e - \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\ \sin(\theta_e - \frac{4\pi}{3}) \end{bmatrix}$$

where $\mathbf{v}_{abcs}$ stator voltages, $\mathbf{i}_{abcs}$ stator currents, $R_s$ stator winding resistance matrix, $L_s$ stator inductance matrix, $\mathbf{\psi}_{abcs}$ stator fluxes, $\mathbf{\psi}_m$ rotor flux provided by permanent magnets, $\theta_e$ rotor electrical position, respectively.
Since the inductance matrix $L_s$ given in the model is a function of the rotor's electrical position $\theta_e$ and must be differentiated within the model, the current model of IPMSM is quite complex. Various axes transformations can be made to free the inductance matrix from dependence on the rotor position, facilitate the analysis of the machine model, and simplify the control algorithms. Clarke transform is utilized to reduce three-phase quantities in the fixed plane to two phases perpendicular to each other. These two phases are called $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Likewise, two-phase quantities that are also in the fixed plane and differ by 90° between them can be converted to three-phase quantities in the fixed plane. This time the transformation is called the inverse Clarke transform. The Clarke transform takes place in the fixed plane. However, as will be mentioned frequently in control, it is also necessary to switch from a fixed plane to a rotating plane or from a rotating plane to a fixed plane. This transformation is possible by using the Park transformation. In this plane, the phases are called $d$ and $q$. The inverse of the Park transformation is also possible, which means a transition from a two-phase moving plane rotating with speed $\theta$ to a two-phase fixed plane. Modeling the PMSM in the $d-q$ axis set in Fig. 1a provides great convenience in the control algorithm. Since these axes are fixed to the rotor axis, it is also called rotor-referenced axes. The $d$ axis is in the direction of rotor flux and the $q$ axis is 90° perpendicular to the $d$ axis. In electrical machine models, voltage, current, and flux transformation matrices, which are vector quantities in axis set transformations, are transformed as in Eq. 2.

$$f_{qd0s} = K_s f_{abcs}$$

where $K_s$ is the transformation matrix, $f_{abcs}$ is equal to $[f_a f_b f_c]^{T}$.

To switch from the stator $a-b-c$ axis set to the rotor $dq$ axis set, first, the Clarke transformation and then the Park transform are applied. Accordingly, $K_s$ matrix to be used for the transformation will be as follows in Eq. 3.

$$K_s = \frac{2}{3} \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\theta_e) & \cos(\theta_e - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \cos(\theta_e - \frac{4\pi}{3}) \\
\sin(\theta_e) & \sin(\theta_e - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \sin(\theta_e - \frac{4\pi}{3}) \\
\frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2}
\end{bmatrix}$$

Eq. 3
Accordingly, if $v_{abc}$, $i_{abc}$, and $\psi_{abc}$ are converted to the quantities in the $d-q$ axis according to Eq.2 with the transformation matrix given in Eq.3, the flux and voltage equations regarding the mathematical model of the IPMSM in the rotor reference system ($d-q$ axis) are written as follows in Eq.4.

$$V_{ds} = R_s i_{ds} + \frac{d\psi_{ds}}{dt} - \omega_e \psi_{qs}$$

$$V_{qs} = R_s i_{qs} + \frac{d\psi_{qs}}{dt} + \omega_e \psi_{ds}$$

$$\psi_{ds} = L_d i_{ds} + \psi_m$$

$$\psi_{qs} = L_q i_{qs}$$

$$\frac{di_{ds}}{dt} = -\frac{R_s}{L_d} i_{ds} + \frac{L_d}{L_d} \omega_e i_{qs} + \frac{1}{L_d} v_{ds}$$

$$\frac{di_{qs}}{dt} = -\frac{R_s}{L_q} i_{qs} - \frac{L_d}{L_q} \omega_e i_{ds} - \frac{1}{L_q} \omega_e \psi_m + \frac{1}{L_q} v_{qs}$$

$$T_e = \frac{3}{2} p \left[ \psi_m i_{qs} + (L_d - L_q) i_{ds} i_{qs} \right]$$

$$\omega_e = p \omega_m$$

$$\frac{d\omega_m}{dt} = \frac{1}{j} T_e - \frac{1}{j} T_l - \frac{B}{j} \omega_m$$

$$\frac{d\theta_e}{dt} = \omega_e = p \omega_m$$

$$P = \frac{3}{2} R_s \left( i_{ds}^2 + \frac{4T_e^2}{9p^2[\psi_m + (L_d - L_q) i_{ds}]^2} \right)$$

where $p$ is the number of pole pairs; $R_s$ is the stator winding resistance; $\omega_e$ is the electrical angular frequency; $\omega_m$ is the mechanical angular frequency; $V_{ds}, V_{qs}, i_{ds}, i_{qs}$ are stator winding voltage and currents projected into the $d-q$ axis, respectively; $\psi_{ds}, \psi_{qs}$ are stator flux projected into the $d-q$ axis; $\psi_m$ is the rotor flux linkage, $L_d$ and $L_q$ are the stator inductances reflected into the $d-q$ axis; $T_e$ is the motor's electrical torque; $T_l$ is the load torque; $f$ is the rotor inertia; $B$ is the viscous friction coefficient; $P$ is the electrical power.

To formulate the design problem, according to Eq.4, the state-space model of the IPMSM is constructed as the following nonlinear system in Eq.5
where \( x(t) \) is the state vector. \( x_1, x_2, x_3 \) correspond to the \( \omega_m \) (rotor speed), \( i_{qs} \) (stator quadrature current), \( i_{ds} \) (stator direct current), respectively.

The main control objective is confining all closed-loop signals bounded and satisfying global asymptotic convergence of the speed and current tracking errors to zero.

### 3. Controller Design

#### 3.1. Backstepping Controller Design

Backstepping control is an efficient nonlinear control system method, whose first step is to define a virtual control state. Then, the state is forced to be a stabilizing function. The control input is designed considering Lyapunov stability so that the error variable is stabilized [65-67].

#### 3.1.1. Speed controller

The controller for the speed state \( x_1 \) is designed to achieve speed tracking problems, therefore the state tracking error variable is defined as in Eq.6

\[
e_1 = x_1^* - x_1
\]

where \( x_1^* \) is the reference rotor speed.

To stabilize the speed component, the speed tracking error dynamics are derived using Eq.5 and Eq.6 as in Eq.7

\[
\dot{e}_1 = \dot{x}_1^* - \dot{x}_1 = \frac{T_L}{J} + \frac{B}{J} x_1 - \frac{3 p \psi_m}{2 J} x_2
\]

The following Lyapunov function candidate is chosen as in Eq.8

\[
V_1 = \frac{1}{2} e_1^2
\]

The time derivative of the Lyapunov function is expressed as in Eq.9

\[
\frac{d}{dt} V_1 = \dot{V}_1
\]
By utilizing Lypunov’s stability definition \( \dot{V}_1 < 0 \), to make the tracking error convergence to zero, Eq.10 must be satisfied

\[
\dot{V}_1 = e_1 \dot{e}_1 = \frac{e_1}{J} \left( Bx_1 + T_L - \frac{3}{2} \frac{p}{\psi_m} x_2 \right)
\]  

(9)

The backstepping methodology dictates that the virtual control variable input \( x_2 \) is found by solving Eq.10 for \( x_2 \) as in Eq.11.

\[
x_2^* = \frac{2}{3} \frac{p}{\psi_m} \left( Bx_1 + T_L + k_o J e_1 \right)
\]  

(10)

If Eq.11 is satisfied, the speed error approaches zero, i.e., global asymptotic tracking of speed is guaranteed.

Decoupling nonlinear control is utilized in the IPMSM control system. The exact thrust force that drives the motor is obtained by the stator quadrature current \( (x_2) \). When the stator direct current \( (x_3) \) is forced to drive zero, the coupling term \( x_1, x_3 \) in Eq.4 is eliminated and power consumption is minimized in terms of control action.

When \( i_{ds} = x_3 = 0 \), the control scheme should be \( x_3^* = 0 \).

3.1.2. Current controller

To satisfy the q-axis current tracking \( e_2 \) is chosen as a new state variable given in Eq.12

\[
e_2 = x_2^* - x_2
\]  

(12)

The derivative of the \( e_2 \) is evaluated as in Eq.13

\[
\dot{e}_2 = \dot{x}_2^* - \dot{x}_2 = \frac{2}{3} \frac{p}{\psi_m} \left( Bx_1 + T_L + k_o J e_1 \right) + \frac{R}{L_q} x_2 + px_1 x_3 + \frac{p}{\psi_m} x_1 - \frac{v_{qs}}{L_q}
\]

\[
= \frac{Bx_1}{J} - k_o x_2 \left. \frac{v_{qs}}{L_q} \right. + \frac{R}{L_s} x_2 + px_1 x_3 + \frac{2 T_L k_o}{3 \psi_m} + \frac{2 T_L k_o}{3 \psi_m} + \frac{p}{\psi_m} x_1 - \frac{2 B^2 x_1}{3 J p_e m} - \frac{2 B T_L}{3 J p_e m} + \frac{2 B k_o x_1}{3 p_e m}
\]  

(13)

For the new system based on \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \), the second Lyapunov function is defined as in Eq.14
\[ V_2 = V_1 + \frac{1}{2} e_2^2 \]  

(14)

The time derivative of \( V_2 \) is given as in Eq.15

\[
\dot{V}_2 = e_1 \dot{e}_1 + e_2 \dot{e}_2 = e_1 \left( \frac{T_L}{J} + \frac{B}{J} x_1 - \frac{3 p \psi_m}{2J} x_2 \right) \\
+ e_2 \left( \frac{B}{J} x_2 - k_q x_2 - \frac{v_{st}}{L_q} + \frac{R}{L_q} x_2 + p x_1 x_3 + \frac{2 \dot{L}_L k_q}{3 p \psi_m} + \frac{2 T_L k_q}{3 p \psi_m p x_1 x_3} + \frac{2 B^2 q x_1}{3 J p \psi_m} + \frac{2 B T_L}{3 J p \psi_m} + \frac{2 B k_q x_1}{3 p \psi_m} \right)
\]

(15)

By utilizing Lyapunov’s stability definition (\( \dot{V}_2 < 0 \)), to make the tracking error convergence to zero, Eq.16 must be satisfied

\[
\dot{V}_2 = -k_q e_1^2 - k_e e_2^2, k_1 > 0
\]

(16)

The stabilizing control law is derived from Eq.16 (\( \dot{e}_2 = -k_e e_2 \)) by solving the actual control variable \( v_{qs} \), as in Eq.17

\[
v_{qs}^* = R_c x_2 - L_q k_q x_2 + p \psi_m x_1 + L_q k_q e_2 + \frac{B L_c x_2}{J} + \frac{2 L_c \dot{T}_L}{3 p \psi_m} + L_c p x_1 x_3 + \frac{2 L_k D_L}{3 p \psi_m} + \frac{2 B^2 q x_1}{3 J p \psi_m} + \frac{2 BL_k q x_1}{3 J p \psi_m}
\]

(17)

Similarly, the \( d \)-axis current controller can be designed by choosing \( d \)-axis current tracking error as a new state variable as in Eq.18

\[
e_3 = x_3^* - x_3
\]

(18)

Differentiating \( e_3 \) concerning time and using the results of Eq.4, Eq.19 is obtained

\[
\dot{e}_3 = \frac{R_c x_3}{L_s} - \frac{v_{st}}{L_s} - p x_1 x_2
\]

(19)

For a new system based on three errors, the third Lyapunov function is stated as in Eq.20

\[
V_3 = V_2 + \frac{1}{2} e_3^2
\]

(20)

Differentiating \( V_3 \), for time, Eq.21 is obtained
\[ \dot{V}_3 = \dot{V}_2 + e_3 \dot{e}_3 = \dot{V}_2 + e_3 \left( \frac{R_s x_3}{L_s} - \frac{v_{ds}}{L_s} - px_1 x_2 \right) \]

(21)

Eq.21 contains the actual control variable \( v_{ds} \). By utilizing Lyapunov’s stability definition \( (\dot{V}_3 < 0) \), To make the tracking error converge to zero, Eq.22 must be satisfied

\[ \dot{V}_3 = -k_0 e_1^2 - k_1 e_2^2 - k_2 e_3^2, \quad k_2 > 0 \]  

(22)

The stabilizing control law is derived from Eq.22 \( (\dot{e}_3 = -k_2 e_3) \) by solving the actual control variable \( v_{ds} \) as in Eq.23

\[ v_{ds}^* = R_s x_3 + L_s k_2 e_3 - L_s px_1 x_2 \]  

(23)

The objective of backstepping control for IPMSM is completed.

### 3.2. Field-Oriented Vector Control

FOC allows for the separation of the magnetizing flux and torque flux components of the stator currents, so it is possible to control the torque independent of magnetization. According to the electromagnetic laws, the torque created in the synchronous machine is equal to the vector product of the magnetic fields existing in the machine as given in Eq.24

\[ T_e = B_{stator} \times B_{rotor} \]  

(24)

A PMSM consists of a permanent magnet rotating in the rotor and symmetrical windings placed in the stator surrounding it. The field vector created by the current flowing through each winding is combined with the field vectors created by the other windings to form the total magnetic field vector \( B_{stator} \). It is possible to create a magnetic field of any direction and amplitude in the air gap by controlling the current flowing in each winding. The torque is produced by the attraction or repulsion between the total stator magnetic field strength and the rotor magnetic field strength. According to Eq.24, in any rotor position, there is a net stator field direction that makes the torque the highest, as well as a direction that makes the torque zero. If a net stator field is produced in the same direction as the field produced by the permanent magnet rotor, no torque is produced. The fields affect each other to produce a force, but since the force is in line with the direction of rotation of the rotor, it does not rotate the motor, it just compresses the bearings. On the other hand, if the stator field is perpendicular to the field
produced by the rotor, magnetic forces try to rotate the rotor, and the torque is maximized. A stator field chosen in any direction and size can be divided into perpendicular and parallel components of the rotor field. In this case, the perpendicular component produces torque, while the parallel component generates a useless compression force. Therefore, an efficient PMSM driver will increase the perpendicular component of the stator field while decreasing the component parallel to the rotor field. While designing and modeling the control system, current windings are used as control variables instead of stator magnetic field, since magnetic field intensities cannot be measured directly. In PMSM, the stator field vector is produced by three-phase windings placed at a geometric angle of 120°. There is a 120° phase difference between the field vectors produced by each winding. The net magnetic stator field is produced by the sum of these three components. “Current space vectors” are used to model the fields produced by the stator windings in terms of winding currents. The current space vector of a winding is in the direction of the field vector produced by the winding and its amplitude is proportional to the current flowing through the winding. This allows the total stator field to be represented by a current space vector that is the sum of the current space vector of the three phases. The current space vector is an apparent current flowing through a rotating apparent (imaginary) winding, introduced to relate the direction and amplitude of the real stator field to the current flowing through the stator windings. As in the stator field, the stator current space vector can be divided into components perpendicular and parallel to the axis of the rotor magnet. The longitudinal axis current component generates a magnetic field at appropriate angles to the rotor magnet, which generates torque. The transverse axis current component produces a field parallel to the rotor magnet, which does not produce torque. Because bearing wear causes problems such as heating, transverse axis currents are always set to zero in a good control algorithm. In this case, the moment will be proportional to the amplitude of the current space vector. To efficiently produce a constant uniform torque, the stator current space vector must be of constant magnitude and rotate with the rotor to lie on the longitudinal axis, regardless of rotor position and speed. Although the stator current space vector is of constant magnitude and direction when viewed from the rotating rotor axis, it draws a circle as the motor rotates when viewed from the fixed stator axis. The current space vector is produced by the sum of the vector components of each of the motor windings and each of the three windings is located at a geometric angle of 120°. Motor currents should preferably be sinusoidal and have a phase difference of 120° between them. Sinusoidal winding currents depend on the rotor angle, so the transverse axis component of the stator current space vector is zeroed while the longitudinal axis component is made as high as possible. Vector control is a method that enables these machines to be
controlled like a direct current motor by reducing the stator currents of a three-phase alternating current motor to two components perpendicular to each other in variable-speed drive systems. One component creates the flux of the motor, while the other component creates the torque. The current components that make up the reference torque and flux are compared with the currents of the motor reduced to two components. A controller keeps the measured current components constant in the reference current component. According to the output of the PI controller, the semiconductor power elements in the inverter (variable speed drive systems) are switched. Vector control induction motor is used quite often in PMSMs. Thanks to vector control, it is possible to control in a wide speed range. In addition, rated torque at zero speed can be achieved and the dynamic performance of the system can be significantly improved. In FOC, the current and voltages of the motor are controlled at the $d-q$ reference axes of the rotor. It is the mathematical conversion of the measured motor current from the three-phase fixed axis set of the stator windings to the two-axis rotational $d-q$ reference axes before it enters the controller. Similarly, before the voltage applied to the motor is used at the output of the pulse width modulator (PWM), it must be mathematically converted from the $d-q$ reference axes of the rotor to the three-phase reference axes of the stator. These transformations, which are the basis of FOC, usually require DSPs or high-performance processors with fast mathematical processing capability. Indirect field-directed control or vector control has become the standard for AC drives with speed and torque control to achieve high dynamic motor behavior. Torque control of PMSM in constant torque region is done by rotor reference plane quadrature axis ($i_{qs}$) current. This region is the region up to the motor-rated speed. The constant power region is the region for speeds after the rated speed of the motor. In this region, besides the quadrature axis current of the motor ($i_{qs}$), the direct axis current ($i_{ds}$) is also controlled. In vector control methods, the use of phase transformations provides simplicity in motor dynamic equations.

Indirect vector control is summarized below:

**Step 1:** Two of the three stator phase currents are measured and the third current is determined using Kirchoff's current law ($i_{as} + i_{bs} + i_{cs} = 0$).

**Step 2:** Three-phase currents are converted from a 3-axis stator system to a 2-axis stator-based coordinate system using Clarke transformation ($i_{as}, i_{bs}, i_{cs} \rightarrow (i_{ax}, i_{bx})$).

**Step 3:** The components in the two axes of the stator current are time-dependent and very complex to control with a specific controller. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce it to the
reference axis fixed to the rotor. This conversion is done using Park transformation. Instantaneous values of the rotor angle are needed \((i_{ax}, i_{bx}) \Rightarrow (i_{dr}, i_{qr})\).

**Step 4:** The error signals to enter the controller are obtained from the difference between the \(i_{ds}\) and \(i_{qs}\) currents, the reference currents. The rotor magnetizing flux is controlled concerning \(i_{ds}\) and the motor output torque is controlled by reference to \(i_{qs}\). The output of the controller will be the voltage vector \(v_{ds}\) and \(v_{qs}\) to be sent to the motor.

**Step 5:** Since the rotor angle is required for the FOC algorithm, the \(v_{ds}\) and \(v_{qs}\) output values from the controller are returned to the stationary reference system using the rotor angle, and the \(v_{as}\) and \(v_{bs}\) values are calculated. When \(i_{as}\) and \(i_{bs}\) are inputs, the new conversion angle is estimated. Outputs of controllers are converted back to three-phase stator reference by going through reverse Park and reverse Clarke transformations.

**Step 6:** The voltages \(v_{as}\) and \(v_{bs}\) are converted to three-phase voltage \(v_{as}, v_{bs},\) and \(v_{cs}\) to obtain pulse width modulated signals that will yield the three-phase voltage at the inverter output. The \(v_{ds}\) and \(v_{qs}\) output values from the controller are returned to the fixed reference system using the new angle value. The PWM space is tuned using vector shifting by generating a three-phase reference signal.

Since the rotor magnetic field always extends along the \(d\)-axis of the rotor \(d - q\) axis set, the component of the stator field in the \(d\)-axis must be zero and the component of the stator field in the \(q\)-axis must be maximum. To efficiently produce a constant uniform torque, the stator field (hence the stator current space vector) must be of constant magnitude on the \(q\)-axis, and to achieve this, it must rotate with the rotor regardless of rotor position and speed. The flux and torque control algorithm tries to keep the resultant stator magnetic field always on the \(q\) -axis of the rotor by adjusting the stator winding voltages and making its \(d\) -axis component zero. FOC allows controlling separately the component of the stator magnetic field formed by the stator currents on the \(q\)-axis and the torque, and the magnetization with the component on the \(d\)-axis. There are two separate current control loops for the \(q\) and \(d\) components of the stator currents. The block diagram of the speed control of FOC is given in Fig.2.

Since the motor torque is directly dependent on the quadrature current \(i_{qs}\), controlling the \(i_{qs}\) means controlling the torque. The output of the speed controller is the reference current \(i_{qs}\). The reference of the \(i_{ds}\) current should be zero throughout the operation. The output of the \(i_{qs}\) and \(i_{ds}\) current controllers are the voltages \(v_{qs}\) and \(v_{ds}\), which must be applied to the motor, respectively.
As can be seen, in FOC, the current and voltages of the motor are controlled at the $d-q$ reference frame of the rotor. The mathematical conversion of the measured motor current from the three-phase $a-b-c$ axis set of the stator windings, first to the fixed $\alpha-\beta$ axis set of the stator (Clarke transform), and then to the rotor $d-q$ reference axis set (Park transform), before entering the controller. Similarly, the voltage to be applied to the motor is mathematically converted from the $d-q$ reference axis set of the rotor to $\alpha-\beta$ (Inverse Park transform) components on the fixed stator axis set before it is used in the PWM. The purpose of the transformation in all these reference axes is to save the time-varying sinusoidal motor current and voltage signals from the dependence of time and to transform them into a direct current signal. In FOC, since the reference currents are constant in the $d-q$ reference frame, the controller operates in DC mode instead of a sinusoidal signal. This isolates the controller from time-dependent current and voltage, thus eliminating the frequency response limitation of the controller and the phase shift on the torque and speed of the motor. The quality of current control becomes independent of the angular speed of the motor and it is possible to control over a wide speed range. In addition, maximum torque control at zero speed can be achieved and the dynamic performance of the system can be significantly improved.
4. Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

Extended Kalman filter (EKF), which is a stochastic method due to its success in state estimation in non-linear systems, is widely used for estimating rotor position and speed in synchronous motor drives. EKF is an optimal estimator using the least squares method for state estimation in dynamic nonlinear systems $[68, 69]$.

In a non-linear discrete-time system; system noises ($w_k$) including system disturbances and model uncertainties and the measurement noises ($v_k$) are represented in Eq.25 with zero-mean white Gaussian noise having covariance matrices $Q_k$ and $R_k$, respectively,

$$x_k = f(x_{k-1}) + w_{k-1}$$
$$z_k = h(x_k) + v_k$$

(25)

Here, $f(x_{k-1})$ shows the nonlinear state equations of the system. The initial value of states ($x_0$) is a random vector with covariance $P_0 = E[(x_0 - \mu_0)(x_0 - \mu_0)^T]$ and mean value $\mu_0 = E[x_0]$. The $w_k$ and $v_k$ noises are uncorrelated to each other and the initial state vector $x_0$.

The following relations given in Eq.26 are valid $[70, 71]$.
The algorithm consists of two steps. **Step 1:** Predict the next state using the previous state estimation; **Step 2:** Update/correct the previous estimate by looking at the measured values.

The pseudocode scheme of the EKF algorithm is given in Table 1 [72, 73].

**Table 1:** The pseudocode scheme of the EKF algorithm.

**Initialization Step:**

\[ x_0 (\mu_0, P_0) \], an initial error covariance matrix

**Estimation Step:**

\[ \bar{x}_k = f(\hat{x}_{k-1}) \quad \text{or} \quad \bar{x}_k = \hat{x}_{k-1} + f(\hat{x}_{k-1})T_x \]

\[ \bar{P}_k = J_f(\hat{x}_{k-1})P_{k-1}J_f^T(\hat{x}_{k-1}) + Q_{k-1} \]

or

\[ \bar{P}_k = P_{k-1} + [J_f(\hat{x}_{k-1})P_{k-1} + P_{k-1}J_f^T(\hat{x}_{k-1})]T_x + Q_{k-1} \]

**Update Step:**

\[ \hat{x}_k = \bar{x}_k + K_k(\bar{z}_k - h(\bar{x}_k)) \]

\[ K_k = \bar{P}_k J_h(\bar{x}_k)J_h^T(\bar{x}_k)\bar{P}_k + R_k \]

\[ P_k = [I - K_k J_h(\bar{x}_k)] \bar{P}_k \]

where values written with “\(^\text{^}\)” represent optimal estimations. The optimal gain that makes the best prediction is known as the Kalman gain \((K_k)\). \(J_f()\) and \(J_h()\) are the linear Jacobian matrices of nonlinear equations of state matrices \((f(), h())\), respectively. If the state equations
are linear, the Jacobian matrices are written as follows in Eq.27

\[
\begin{align*}
x_k &= Ax_{k-1} + Bu_{k-1} + w_{k-1} \quad \rightarrow \quad J_f (\hat{x}_{k-1}) = A \\
z_k &= Cx_k + v_k \quad \rightarrow \quad J_h (\hat{x}_k) = C
\end{align*}
\]  

\( (27) \)

4.1. Application of EKF Algorithm to IPMSM

The dynamic equations of IPMSM in the \( \alpha - \beta \) axis set are as in Eq.28 [74].

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d}{dt} i_{ax} &= -\frac{R_s}{L_s} i_{ax} + \frac{\omega_m \psi_m}{L_s} \sin \theta_m + \frac{V_{ax}}{L_s} \\
\frac{d}{dt} i_{bx} &= -\frac{R_s}{L_s} i_{bx} - \frac{\omega_m \psi_m}{L_s} \cos \theta_m + \frac{V_{bx}}{L_s} \\
\frac{d}{dt} \theta_m &= \omega_m
\end{align*}
\]  

\( (28) \)

If the state variables of the machine state space model are selected as \( x = \begin{bmatrix} i_{ax} & i_{bx} & \omega_m & \theta_m \end{bmatrix}^T \)

the EKF equations are stated in Eq.29.

\[
\begin{align*}
f(x(t)) &= \begin{bmatrix} f_1 \\ f_2 \\ f_3 \\ f_4 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{R_s}{L_s} i_{ax} + \frac{\omega_m \psi_m}{L_s} \sin \theta_m + \frac{V_{ax}}{L_s} \\ -\frac{R_s}{L_s} i_{bx} - \frac{\omega_m \psi_m}{L_s} \cos \theta_m + \frac{V_{bx}}{L_s} \\ 0 \\ \omega_m \end{bmatrix} \\
z &= \begin{bmatrix} i_{ax} & i_{bx} \end{bmatrix}^T \\
x_k &= f(x_{k-1}) + w_{k-1} \\
z_k &= Cx_k + v_k
\end{align*}
\]

\[
J_f = \left. \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right|_{x=x(t)} = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{R_s}{L_s} & 0 & \frac{\psi_m}{L_s} \sin \theta_m & \frac{\omega_m \psi_m}{L_s} \cos \theta_m \\ 0 & -\frac{R_s}{L_s} & \frac{\psi_m}{L_s} \cos \theta_m & \frac{\omega_m \psi_m}{L_s} \sin \theta_m \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]  

\( (29) \)
An important point in EKF design is the determination of covariance matrices, which is often done by trial and error. A sensorless backstepping control block diagram of EKF-based IPMSM is demonstrated in Fig.3.

![Figure 3. Sensorless backstepping control block diagram of EKF-based IPMSM.](image)

**5. Simulation Results**

The simulations were conducted using the Matlab/Simulink program. EKF was implemented to estimate internal states in the model. The observer was designed with the requirements to have a higher bandwidth than the overall control loop. The EKF code was created via an s-function block and then put into the Simulink model. The parameters and the rated sizes of the motor used in the simulation are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Motor sizes and parameters used in the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>9 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated torque</td>
<td>20 Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated speed</td>
<td>4000 rev/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_s$</td>
<td>2.48 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_a = L_q$</td>
<td>14 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_m$</td>
<td>0.105 Vs/rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>0.02 kgm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>0.001 Nms/rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A critical step in the construction of the EKF is the selection of the elements of the covariance matrices $Q$ and $R$, as they will determine the performance, stability, and convergence. The large values of $Q$ increase model noise and/or parameter uncertainties. Therefore the filter dynamics are getting faster, while steady-state performance is getting poorer. $R$ matrix is associated with the measurement noise. Increasing the values of the elements in $R$ leads to poorer transient response. The covariances are fixed for the simulations. The following values were selected:

$$
P_0 = \begin{bmatrix}
0.01 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0.01 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0.01 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0.01 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 10
\end{bmatrix},
\quad Q = \begin{bmatrix}
0.4 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0.004 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 200 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0.01
\end{bmatrix},
\quad R = \begin{bmatrix}
0.0374 & 0 \\
0 & 0.0374
\end{bmatrix}
$$

After various simulation experiments having different $Q$ and $R$ matrices, it was concluded that those values give a good transient response and steady-state performance. Fig.4 shows the simulation results of EKF state estimation performance and backstepping controller trajectory tracking performance for the sensorless IPMSM drive.
Figure 4: EKF estimation and backstepping controller performance: motor speed state for no-load speed variation and speed reversal.

It can be stated that EKF is capable of tracking the speed state satisfactorily under noisy machine operation. Besides, in Fig. 5, the measured and estimated stator currents in the alpha-beta domain are demonstrated.
Figure 5: EKF performance: a) measured and estimated stator currents on $\alpha$-axis, b) measured and estimated stator current on $\beta$-axis.

The control is affected by noisy measurements, it can be deduced that the achieved objective of FOC, the EKF gives good estimates of the speed with the rejection of noises, and the control response is improved. In another scenario, the simulation results are given when the reference speed is 400 rad/s and the motor is loaded with a step load of 20 Nm (rated torque) at $t=3$ s. Fig.6 shows the backstepping control performance under the condition of the load torque variations.

Figure 6: Backstepping control performance: motor speed state under load torque variation.
In Fig. 7, the time-dependent variation of stator currents in the direct and quadrature axes is presented.

![Figure 7: Time-dependent variation of stator currents in direct and quadrature axis.](image)

Figure 7: Time-dependent variation of stator currents in direct and quadrature axis.

In Fig. 8, the time-dependent variation of motor torque and load torque is demonstrated. The current components of the direct and quadrature axis behave decoupled. The direct axis current is always forced to zero to orient all the linkage flux in the d-axis and achieve maximum torque per ampere.

![Figure 8: The time-dependent variation of motor torque and load torque.](image)

Figure 8: The time-dependent variation of motor torque and load torque.
The results show the effectiveness and fast response without overshoot at tracking a reference speed under parameter and load torque variations throughout the system.

6. Conclusion

The simulation results indicate that EKF is capable of tracking the actual rotor speed and that the elements of the covariance matrices, which are extracted via a trial-and-error process, are properly chosen. The transient response, steady-state performance, and robustness against the noise of the EKF seem satisfactory under the condition of the variable load and speed cases and process uncertainties. EKF is a good choice as the algorithms and models are easier to optimize for real-time implementation, high performance, and low cost for the microprocessors. The simulation results related to the backstepping controller demonstrate excellent speed tracking and anti-disturbance performance while ensuring the asymptotical stability of the system over a large span of operating conditions. The overall methodology gives a significant enhancement in performance and stability. The backstepping technique combined with vector control provides high control performance and robustness Moreover, the elimination of the sensor reduces the constraints and gives more flexibility to control the IPMSM.
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